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Oxford Centre for Integrative Systems Biology, Department of Biochemistry, University of Oxford, Oxford, United KingdomABSTRACT Chromosome bi-orientation at the metaphase spindle is essential for precise segregation of the genetic material.
The process is error-prone, and error-correction mechanisms exist to switch misaligned chromosomes to the correct, bi-oriented
configuration. Here, we analyze several possible dynamical scenarios to explore how cells might achieve correct bi-orientation in
an efficient and robust manner. We first illustrate that tension-mediated feedback between the sister kinetochores can give rise
to a bistable switch, which allows robust distinction between a loose attachment with low tension and a strong attachment with
high tension. However, this mechanism has difficulties in explaining how bi-orientation is initiated starting from unattached kinet-
ochores. We propose four possible mechanisms to overcome this problem (exploiting molecular noise; allowing an efficient
attachment of kinetochores already in the absence of tension; a trial-and-error oscillation; and a stochastic bistable switch),
and assess their impact on the bi-orientation process. Based on our results and supported by experimental data, we put forward
a trial-and-error oscillation and a stochastic bistable switch as two elegant mechanisms with the potential to promote bi-orien-
tation both efficiently and robustly.INTRODUCTIONDuring each cell cycle, the cellular genome is first replicated
and then spatially segregated into the two daughter cells.
The formation of the microtubule-based spindle machinery
and the capture of chromosomes are complex processes that
have been studied experimentally and theoretically (1–5).
To ensure that each daughter cell receives one and only
one copy of the replicated genome, each duplicated chromo-
some must bi-orient at the mitotic spindle, with its sister
chromatids attached to microtubules originating from oppo-
site spindle poles (2). This so-called amphitelic attachment
guarantees that sister chromatids are pulled into opposite
directions once the cohesion between them is severed at
the meta- to anaphase transition (6,7).
Geometric properties are likely to bias sister chromatids
toward an amphitelic attachment configuration (8–11).
Nevertheless, it is possible for microtubules originating
from one spindle pole to bind to both sister kinetochores,
a situation that is referred to as syntelic attachment. Simi-
larly, a single kinetochore can be bound simultaneously by
microtubules from both spindle poles, which is referred to
as merotelic attachment. If uncorrected, such faulty attach-
ment configurations will result in aneuploid daughter cells
and genetic instability (12,13). To avoid this deleterious sce-
nario, cells have evolved error correction mechanisms to
recognize and rectify erroneous attachment configurations.Submitted January 15, 2013, and accepted for publication May 1, 2013.
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0006-3495/13/06/2595/12 $2.00At the molecular level, Aurora B, the kinase component
of the chromosomal passenger complex, is a critical medi-
ator of the release of erroneous kinetochore-microtubule
(KT-MT) attachments (14,15). If Aurora B activity is
reduced, incorrect attachments accumulate (16–19). The
selective dissolution of erroneous, but not amphitelic attach-
ment configurations implies that Aurora B, and/or other pro-
teins involved in the process, can distinguish between these
two cases.
Tension between sister kinetochores is one feature that
distinguishes amphitelic from syntelic attachments and, at
least in its degree or directionality, also from merotelic
attachment configurations (20). This tension is created by
the KT-MT attachments and a pulling force toward opposite
spindle poles, and the resistance exerted by sister chromatid
cohesion (21–23). There is good evidence that KT-MT
attachments that are under sufficient tension are less suscep-
tible to dissolution. Possible mechanisms include the direct
repression of Aurora B activity at attachment sites that are
under tension, and/or tension-dependent spatial separation
of centromeric Aurora B from its relevant substrate(s)
(24–26). The tension hypothesis thus states that an amphi-
telic attachment configuration is stabilized because of the
tension it experiences, which is also consistent with the
fact that when a microneedle is used to generate tension
artificially, then normally unstable, syntelic attachments
are stabilized (3,27). Despite its wide acceptance, the
tension hypothesis is a simplification that is unable to suc-
cessfully explain the resolution of merotelic attachments
despite such attachments being under a certain amount of
tension (13,28–30). Nevertheless, the tension hypothesis
is consistent with a large amount of data, even though not
all details are understood. Ideally, a control system of
bi-orientation should give rise to the following features:
Firstly, correct attachment configurations must be clearlyhttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2013.05.005
2596 Zhang et al.distinguishable from incorrect configurations; Secondly,
biorientation should be initiated effectively. Thirdly, once
established, the bi-oriented state should be stably
maintained.
To understand dynamically how the tension hypothesis
could give rise to these features, we translated it into a
mathematical model. We illustrate that tension-dependent
inhibition of a detaching activity, as proposed in the tension
hypothesis, creates a positive feedback loop between sister
kinetochores, in which attachment on one side stabilizes
attachment on the sister side. This feedback system can
act as a bistable switch with two steady states: one cor-
responding to a loose attachment with low tension, and
the other to a strong attachment with high tension. This al-
lows a robust distinction between these two states. However,
we find that this mechanism does not successfully explain
how bi-orientation is initiated from unattached kineto-
chores. We propose several alternative routes as to how cells
might overcome this problem, and compare these scenarios
with regard to the required efficiency and robustness of the
bi-orientation process. Backed by experimental data, our re-
sults point to a trial-and-error oscillation or a stochastic bi-
stable switch as two possible mechanisms that can both
efficiently initiate and robustly maintain bi-orientation.
Our theoretical work makes testable predictions, and we
suggest experiments to support or refute our working model.
In combination with the dynamical analysis presented here,
the results of suggested experiments will provide valuable
insights into the mechanism of the bi-orientation process.METHODS
For an explanation of the model variables Attachment (Att), Sister-Attach-
ment (S-Att), Eraser, Sister-Eraser (S-Eraser) and Tension as well as their
interactions, see section Results. Here we focus mainly on the technical as-
pects of the model.Mathematical form of the models
To extract generic dynamical properties without having to make explicit as-
sumptions regarding the molecular details, we adopt a generic formula to
describe the temporal change of each model component X as a function
of all other model components (31,32),
dXi
dt
¼ tiðFi  XiÞ;TABLE 1 Model equations
Att Eraser
dATT
dt
¼ tatt$ðFatt  ATTÞ dERA
dt
¼ tera$ðFera
Fatt ¼ 1
1þ es $ Watt Fera ¼
1
1þ es
Watt ¼ Ratt0 þ Rattera$ERA Wera ¼ Rera0 þ Reraten $TENþRee
Biophysical Journal 104(12) 2595–2606ti is the timescale at which this steady state is reached. Fi, the steady-state
value of the variable Xi, is a dimensionless variable normalized to its
maximal value and is given by
Fi ¼ 1
1þ esWi :
The value of Fi correlates positively with the value of Wi, the sum of regu-
lations on the component Xi. Note that Wi can be negative (inactivation) or
positive (activation), but Fi is always positive. Fi is suitable for describing a
dimensionless variable, which tends toward 1 ifWi is large and positive and
toward 0 if Wi is large and negative (31,32).
Wi is the net effect of all regulations on the variable Xi and is given by
Wi ¼ Ri0 þ
X
j
Rij$Xj;
where Ri0 is the background regulation and R
i
j is the regulation exerted by
entity j. The coefficient Rij is negative if j inhibits i; positive if j activates
i; and 0 if j does not regulate i. In this way, switching values of Rij between
zero and nonzero values allows easy exploration of different network struc-
tures. The parameter s controls the nonlinearity of the response to the net
regulatory effect Wi. Model equations and parameter values are presented
in Tables 1 and 2.
To incorporate the effects of stochastic reactions, we used Gillespie’s
algorithm (33). The model includes the five components Att, S-Att, Eraser,
S-Eraser, and Tension, whose production and destruction are described in
10 elementary reactions. We use p10 to describe the sum of the rates of
all 10 reactions. The time interval t after which the next reaction occurs
is computed as
t ¼ 1
p10
ln

1
r1

;
where r1 is a uniformly distributed random number from the unit interval
[0, 1]. To determine which reaction occurs, we select the reaction of index
n with
pn>r2 p10;
pn1%r2 p10;
where pn is the sum of rates of the first n reactions and r2 is a uniformly
distributed random number from the unit interval [0, 1]. Parameters are
set such that each stochastic reaction brings 5% change to the variable.
Different noise intensities (10 or 2.5%, respectively) gave similar results.Calculation of phase planes and signal response
curves
For phase-plane analysis of the dynamics of Att and Eraser at a single kinet-
ochore (Figs. 1 B and 4 B), their differential equations were used. TensionTension
 ERAÞ dTEN
dt
¼ tten$ðFten  TENÞ
$ Wera
Ften ¼ 1
1þ es $ Wten
ra
ra$ERAþ Reraatt $ATT Wten ¼ Rten0 þ Rtenbip$SATT$ATT
TABLE 2 Parameter values
Shared parameters Model-specific parameters
Reraten ¼ 1
Rten0 ¼ 0:5
Rattera ¼ 1
Parameter Ratt0 R
era
att R
era
0 R
era
era R
ten
bip s tatt tera tten
Switch model 0.55 0 0.3 0 1 5 1 1 10
Nonswitch model 0.8 0 0.3 0 1 5 1 1 10
Oscillator model 0.55 0.5 0.75 1 1 10 1 1 10
Stochastic bistable switch model 0.55 0 0.75 2 10 5 10 10 1
Dynamical Scenarios for Chromosome Bi-orientation 2597was computed at its steady-state (Tension¼Ften). S-Attwas used as a param-
eter and is either 0 or 1. S-Eraser does not affect the shapes of these diagrams
and is set to 0. For phase-plane analysis on the interaction of Att and S-Att
(Figs. 1D and 2D), their differential equations were used; all other variables
were computed at their steady states. To calculate the signal response curves
(Figs. 1 C, 2 C, 4 C, and 5 C), the differential equations of Att, Eraser, and
Tension were used. S-Att was varied as a parameter. S-Eraser does not affect
the curves in these diagrams and is set to 0. For pseudo-phase plane analysis
on the interaction of Att and S-Att (Figs. 2 B, 4 F, and 5 F), the two signal
response curves are plotted on the same plane.Analysis of experimental data
Chromatid movements in the absence of tension were recorded for 800 s
(34), from which the chromatid positions were extracted and plotted. The
position of each chromosome is recorded as (xn, xy) every 5 s (160 data
points). The first position (x1, y1) is used as a reference point and the dis-
tances of the centromere from this reference point are computed at each
time point by
Dn ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðxn  x1Þ2 þ ðyn  y1Þ2
q
:
Velocities of chromatid movements
To reduce sampling error, 11 consecutive distance values were averaged
into an average distance (AD),
ADn ¼ 1
11
Xnþ5
i¼ n5
Di;
n ¼ ½6; 7; 8;.; 155:The average velocity Vn in a 5-s interval is then computed as
Vn ¼ Anþ1  An
5
:
RESULTS
In simplified form, the chromosome alignment process in
metaphase according to the tension hypothesis can be
described by the interaction of three dynamical entities or
variables: Tension, the force experienced by a kinetochore
which is proportional to the degree of attachment and the
activity of motor proteins, and an activity that detaches at-
tachments that are under insufficient tension.
We call these three dynamical variables Tension, Att and
Eraser, respectively. Tension arises from attachments onboth kinetochores, the pulling force of motor proteins, and
the resisting cohesin at bi-oriented chromosomes. The vari-
able Att exists only at kinetochores that are attached to
microtubules, and it increases with growing numbers of
KT-MT attachments as well as with the activity of motor
proteins. Eraser is an activity that is localized to a specific
kinetochore, and which reduces Att at this specific kineto-
chore. At the molecular level, there is good evidence that
Aurora B is an important component of the Eraser activity
(16–19), which, however, is not sufficient (35). Aurora B
substrates that have been implicated in the regulation of
the stability of KT-MT attachments are, among others, the
kinetochore protein Ndc80/Hec1 (36,37) and the kinesin-
13 family member MCAK (38,39). In our simplified model,
we use the general term ‘‘Eraser’’ without elaborating on its
molecular composition and exact molecular function.Two double-negative feedback loops characterize
the bi-orientation control network
In the network diagram describing one duplicated chromo-
some, i.e., two sister chromatids (Fig. 1 A), we consider
five dynamical variables: Att and Eraser for one kineto-
chore, S-Att and S-Eraser for the sister kinetochore, and
the shared variable Tension. At each of the kinetochores
Eraser inhibits Att. Att together with S-Att creates Tension,
and Tension inhibits both Eraser and S-Eraser. The system is
characterized by two double-negative feedback loops:
att/tenxeraxatt;
S-att/tenxS-eraxS-att:Moreover, these double-negative feedback loops share the
variable Tension and are thus mutually dependent on each
other.The mutual antagonism between Att and Eraser
requires S-Att
We focus first on the tension-dependent mutual antagonism
between Att and Eraser on one of the sister kinetochores. To
do this, we treat S-Att and S-Eraser as parameters, assume
that Tension is at steady state, and plot the balance curves
for Att (blue line) and for Eraser (red line) on a phase plane
(Fig. 1 B). Along the balance curves, the respective variableBiophysical Journal 104(12) 2595–2606
2598 Zhang et al.does not change its value. Because Eraser inhibits Att, an in-
crease in Eraser causes a decrease in Att. The shape and po-
sition of this curve remains unchanged, whether or not there
is attachment at the sister kinetochore. The shape of the
Eraser balance curve by contrast is affected by the state of
the sister kinetochore. In the absence of sister attachment,
an increase in Att does not create any Tension and Eraser re-
mains constantly high, independently of the value of Att. In
the presence of S-Att, however, an increase in Att generates
Tension. Now Eraser decreases with increasing Att. The
intersection of the balance curves marks the steady state
of the system. In the absence of S-Att, the steady state is
characterized by high Eraser activity and low Att (open
circle), corresponding to a loose KT-MT binding. In the
presence of high S-Att by contrast, the steady state is found
at low Eraser activity and high Att, corresponding to a
strong KT-MT binding (solid circle). In summary: in the
absence of a pulling force at the sister kinetochore, there
is no Tension, Eraser is constantly high, inhibiting Att;
and the formed attachment is weak. In the presence of
attachment at the sister kinetochore, Tension is created
and Att inhibits Eraser, giving rise to strong attachment.
To illustrate the effect of an increasing pulling force at the
sister kinetochore (increasing S-Att) on Att, we plot Att as a
function of S-Att (Fig. 1 C). Because this signal-response
curve is sigmoid, Att and S-Att are either both low or both
high, corresponding respectively to a weak KT-MT attach-
ment if the pulling force from the sister kinetochore is
missing or insufficient, and a strong, stabilized KT-MTTENSIONERASER S-ERASER
ATT S-ATTRbip
ten
era
attR
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pulled. The two states are separated by a threshold, above
which the KT-MT attachment is stabilized. The steepness
of this threshold depends on the regulatory strengths of
the reactions; however, its existence is supported by micro-
manipulation experiments, where unstable KT-MT attach-
ments become stabilized only by strong forces applied by
a needle (3). Here, we assume a steep threshold, because
this gives a good differential between the two states, which
is arguably an important property of the system. The case of
a flat threshold is explored in detail below.The mutual activation of Att and S-Att can give
rise to a bistable switch
Up to now, we have focused on one single kinetochore.
However, the two feedback loops operating at the two sister
kinetochores are coupled to each other. S-Att promotes the
formation of Att, and vice versa. To analyze the effect of
this mutual activation in the complete system, i.e., on two
sister kinetochores coupled by tension, we reduce the sys-
tem to two ordinary differential equations, one for Att and
one for S-Att. We do this by computing Tension, Eraser,
and S-Eraser at their steady states, and plot the Att and
the S-Att balance curves on a phase plane (Fig. 1 D). The
Att balance curve is identical to the signal response curve
(Fig. 1 C), while the S-Att balance curve is a mirror image
due to the symmetric regulation. As before, steady states of
the system are found at the intersection of the two balance1
T
Eraser (S-ATT= 0)
 1)
0.8
S
-A
TT
ATT
Separatrix
ATT
FIGURE 1 A minimal network representation of
the tension hypothesis and its dynamical properties.
(A) Network diagram. On both kinetochores, Eraser
represses Att. After the formation of bi-orientation,
Att and S-Att together generate Tension to repress
Eraser and S-Eraser. (B) The mutual antagonism
between Att and Eraser. The interaction between
Att and Eraser is investigated on a phase plane.
The balance curves for Att (blue line) and Eraser
(red lines) are plotted in the absence and the
presence of S-Att. Att decreases when Eraser activ-
ity increases. In the absence of S-Att, Eraser has
constant activity (red line) and the steady state is
characterized by high Eraser activity and low Att
(loose attachment, open circle). In the presence of
high S-Att, Eraser is repressed by increasing Att
(red dashed line) and the steady state corresponds
to strong binding (solid circle). (C) The response
of Att to different levels of S-Att. Att and S-Att
are either both low or both high. These two states
are separated by a threshold. (D) Phase-plane anal-
ysis of the mutual activation between Att and S-Att.
The balance curve of Att (solid blue line) and of
S-Att (dashed blue line) are plotted. Two steady
states are surrounded by two attraction basins that
are separated by a separatrix (black line), which
originates from a saddle point (open square).
(Lower-left steady state) Loose attachment (open
circle); (upper right) strong attachment (solid
circle).
Dynamical Scenarios for Chromosome Bi-orientation 2599curves. In the case presented, we find two stable steady
states separated by an unstable one, indicating that the sys-
tem is bistable.
The bottom-left steady state (Fig. 1 D, open circle) indi-
cates a state where both Att and S-Att are low. Because the
S-Att level is low, newly formed Att cannot generate suffi-
cient tension to repress Eraser, and Eraser remains active.
The same applies symmetrically for S-Eraser. High Eraser
and S-Eraser activities destabilize newly formed Att and
S-Att, and the state of low Att and low S-Att is self-sustain-
ing. The upper-right steady state (Fig. 1 D, solid circle) cor-
responds to the bi-oriented steady state where both Att and
S-Att are high. Now Att and S-Att cooperate to repress both
Eraser and S-Eraser. Hence, the state with both high Att and
high S-Att is also self-sustaining. These two self-sustaining
states are mutually exclusive, and the system will approach
either one or the other, depending on its initial state. The
two attraction basins of the steady states are separated by
a separatrix that extends from an unstable saddle point
(Fig. 1 D, open square). As long as the system initiates
within the right attraction basin, the mutual activation of
Att and S-Att will stabilize each other and the system will
reach stable bi-orientation, with both Eraser and S-Eraser
inhibited. On the other hand, if the system initiates within
the left attraction basin, it will be attracted to the steady
state corresponding to low Att and low S-Att. In this state,
both Eraser and S-Eraser are high, and the KT-MT attach-
ments are unstable.
In summary, the system is, in principle, capable of exhib-
iting bistability, which would guarantee robust switching
between two incompatible states - a set of kinetochores un-
der no or low tension that are only loosely attached, and a set
of kinetochores that are under high tension and thus strongly
attached. While the capability of robust distinction is an
important property, the dynamical picture also illustrates a
weakness of this switch model. The initial state in chromo-
some bi-orientation is one in which both Att and S-Att are
either weak or absent. Thus, the starting point is necessarily
within the attraction basin of the lower steady state, and the
system can never reach the upper steady state. Under such
circumstances, bi-orientation cannot be initiated; we refer
to this as the ‘‘initiation problem’’. In the following two sec-
tions, we propose two alternative sets of modifications to the
system that can solve this problem: first, stochastic pro-
cesses might allow overcoming the separatrix; and second,
the positive feedback between Att and S-Att could be
weaker, thus precluding bistability altogether.A stochastic system can cross the separatrix and
initiate bi-orientation
As explained above, the separatrix separates two distinct
states and cannot be crossed in a deterministic system. How-
ever, because binding and unbinding of microtubules to ki-
netochores are stochastic processes involving low numbersof molecules, attachments on both sides could, by chance,
become strong enough to cause bi-orientation. To investigate
the stochastic processes of binding and unbinding of micro-
tubules to kinetochores, we have transformed the determin-
istic model into a stochastic version (for details, see
Methods). We start the stochastic simulations from low Att
values and high Eraser activities to mimic biologically rele-
vant initial conditions without KT-MTattachments. A repre-
sentative stochastic simulation shows that, under these
conditions, Tension is repeatedly created and lost (Fig. 2 A).
To better understand the stochastic dynamics, we plot the
system’s trajectory for the representative stochastic simula-
tion on the phase plane shown in Fig. 1 D. The system starts
within the left attraction basin, and is attracted by the stable
steady state with low Att and low S-Att (Fig. 2 B). Eventu-
ally, a coincidental simultaneous increase of Att and S-Att
pushes the system across the separatrix and into the attrac-
tion basin of the steady state corresponding to bi-orienta-
tion. The phase-plane plotting illustrates a potential risk
associated with such stochasticity: if stochastic effects are
strong enough to cause the system to cross the separatrix,
they can also cause the system to cross back, leading to
loss of Tension, activation of the Erasers, and loss of bi-
orientation. In summary, the stochasticity of the reactions
can likely overcome the initiation problem and allow bi-
orientation; however, bi-orientation achieved under such
circumstances is unstable and can be potentially lost.Bi-orientation becomes the only steady state if
KT-MT attachment is highly efficient
As explained above, a bistable system would allow cells to
clearly distinguish correct from incorrect attachment config-
urations. Importantly, however, whether the system is bista-
ble depends on the regulatory strengths in the network:
bistability is a possible but not necessary consequence of
the network structure. If, for instance, substantial Att can
already be created in the absence of tension (a scenario
that is simulated by increasing the parameter Ratt0 ), the
signal-response curve loses its sharp threshold (Fig. 2 C)
and bistability is lost (Fig. 2 D). The system has now only
a single stable steady state at the upper right, which corre-
sponds to the bi-oriented steady state where both Att and
S-Att are high and cooperate in repressing both Eraser and
S-Eraser. This state is a self-sustaining, global attractor,
and corresponds to the bi-oriented state. Under such circum-
stances, bi-orientation will eventually form, independently
of where the system initiates. However, the relatively strong
attachments that are formed already in the absence of Ten-
sion (Fig. 2 C) are hard to resolve, so a clear distinction of
correct and incorrect configurations becomes more difficult.
In summary, the presence of molecular noise in the
context of a bistable system, or a mono-stable system are
two feasible ways to achieve bi-orientation of a dupli-
cated chromosome. However, both mechanisms have theirBiophysical Journal 104(12) 2595–2606
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FIGURE 2 Two ways of overcoming the initia-
tion problem of the bistable switch model. (A)
Stochastic effects can initiate bi-orientation.
Representative stochastic time-series simulation.
All five variables of the model are shown. (B)
Phase-plane plotting of the stochastic trajectory.
(Red line and circles) Replotting of the time-
dependent changes of Att and S-Att sampled
from the representative simulation shown in panel
A on the phase plane shown in Fig. 1 D. Note that
the trajectory crosses back and forth over the sep-
aratrix, indicating that the system can move
between the two attraction basins. (C and D) Bi-
orientation can be the only steady state if signifi-
cant attachment can form already in the absence
of tension. (C) Signal-response curve. Note the
reduced dynamic range when compared to Fig. 1
C. (D) Phase plane. The diagram corresponds to
Fig. 1 D, but with Ratt0 ¼ 0:8 instead of
Ratt0 ¼ 0:55. One steady state has disappeared and
the system is mono-stable. The bi-oriented config-
uration has become a global attractor.
2600 Zhang et al.drawbacks: the noisy bistable system allows spontaneous
loss of bi-orientation, and the mono-stable system is inferior
in distinguishing between correct and incorrect configura-
tions. These shortcomings prompted us to look for addi-
tional design principles that could achieve both faithful
and efficient chromosome bi-orientation.Isolated chromatids experience oscillatory or
fluctuating forces
Recent experimental data have revealed apparently oscilla-
tory movements of single chromatids when cells undergo
what is referred to as pseudo-anaphase (34). In these exper-
iments, cells expressing a modified cohesin that is cleavable
by Tobacco Etch Virus protease are arrested in metaphase
by repressing the APC:CDC20 degradation machinery.
Arrested cells are then injected with Tobacco Etch Virus
protease, which causes cleavage of the modified cohesins
and separation of sister chromatids (i.e., pseudo-anaphase,
in the sense that sister chromatid cohesion is lost, but cyclin
B is not degraded as in normal anaphase). Loss of tension in
the presence of cyclin B-dependent mitotic phosphoryla-
tions also reactivates the mitotic checkpoint (40).
Interestingly, in these experiments, the centromeric local-
ization of Aurora B closely correlates with the oscillatory
movements of isolated chromatids (34), suggesting changesBiophysical Journal 104(12) 2595–2606in the spindle pulling force, perhaps as a consequence of pe-
riodic changes in attachment strength. We analyzed the data
by recording the positions of moving chromatids relative to a
reference point (Fig. 3 A) and calculated their changing ve-
locities over time (Fig. 3 B). Indeed, we find oscillating ve-
locities of isolated chromatids (Fig. 3 B). Because in the
viscous cellular environment, chromatid velocity is linearly
proportional to the force experienced (41), these periodic
changes are likely to reflect oscillatory spindle-pulling forces
acting on isolated chromatids. These observations suggest
that the KT-MTattachment of an isolated kinetochore during
pseudo-anaphase might be subject to oscillatory cycles of
attachment and detachment. Similar oscillatory movements
have been observed also during anaphase in Drosophila em-
bryos expressing nondegradable cyclin B (42).
Two appealing dynamical explanations for the observed
oscillatory chromatid movements are that they result from
an underlying oscillator or that they are caused by a stochas-
tic bistable switch. In the following sections, we explore
these two scenarios in detail.A modified design generates a trial-and-error
oscillation
All biochemical oscillations rely on some form of negative
feedback as well as on a time delay (43). Thus, the original
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details). (A) Distances from an initial reference point are plotted for
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Dynamical Scenarios for Chromosome Bi-orientation 2601interaction network (Fig. 1 A) needs to be modified to ac-
count for these features if it should give rise to an oscilla-
tion. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, we
chose to implement these features in the most parsimonious
way - i.e., without the introduction of new components. (It
has to be stressed that this is one way out of many that a
negative feedback and a time delay could be realized in
the actual biological system; our conclusions are however
generally valid, irrespective of the molecular mechanism.)
We introduce two new interactions into the network
(Fig. 4 A):First, we assume that Att and S-Att have a positive effect
on Eraser and S-Eraser, respectively. This modification in-
troduces the required negative feedback: Att activates
Eraser, which in turn inhibits Att. In addition, we create
the required time delay by implementing a positive feedback
through Eraser self-activation. We analyze the resulting
dynamical system analogously to the previous network. To
begin, we plot a phase plane of Eraser and Att (Fig. 4 B;
compare to Fig. 1 B).
Again, we plot two cases, i.e., absence and presence of
S-Att. Because the modifications of the network affect
Eraser only, the Att balance curve remains sigmoid, in-
dicating the repression of Att by increasing Eraser. The
Eraser balance curves by contrast are changed compared
to the situation shown in Fig. 1 B. In the presence of high
S-Att, Eraser is now inactive, irrespective of whether Att
is high or low: If Att is high, it cooperates with S-Att to
create Tension and Eraser is repressed. If Att is low, Eraser
does not get activated. The steady state formed by the inter-
section of the balance curves is stable and corresponds to the
bi-oriented state. In the absence of S-Att, Eraser is low if Att
is low because it cannot get activated. However, if Att rea-
ches a certain threshold, Eraser gets abruptly activated.
The bistable, S-shaped balance curve is caused by Eraser
autoactivation.
The steady state formed by the intersection of the balance
curves is unstable, and creates a limit cycle oscillation with
four overlapping stages (Fig. 4 B, inset) The trial stage cor-
responds to low Eraser activity and the initiation of Att. The
detecting stage corresponds to the activation of Eraser after
Att has increased but failed to generate Tension. The detach-
ing stage corresponds to the inhibition of tensionless Att;
(note that high Eraser sustains itself despite a decrease in
Att). Lastly, the, resetting stage corresponds to the collapse
of Eraser activity and the resetting of the system.
A comparison of the signal-response curve of Att to S-Att
illustrates the consequences of the newly added assumptions
(Fig. 4 C; compare to Fig. 1 C). The stable steady state cor-
responding to the bi-oriented state is preserved, as is the
sharp threshold, which helps distinguish correct from incor-
rect attachment configurations. The main consequence of
the new assumptions is that the steady state corresponding
to weak KT-MT binding has now been replaced by a trial-
and-error oscillation around an unstable steady state. If the
communication between sister kinetochores is prevented
as in the pseudo-anaphase experiments (34), both kineto-
chores show sustained oscillations (Fig. 4 D).The trial-and-error oscillator promotes efficient,
robust, and faithful chromosome bi-orientation
With a stochastic simulation, we show that the trial-and-
error oscillations on isolated kinetochores promote efficient
and robust bi-orientation of coupled sister-chromatids
(Fig. 4 E, compare to Fig. 2 A). The reasons for this moreBiophysical Journal 104(12) 2595–2606
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FIGURE 4 A trial-and-error oscillator. (A)
Modified network diagram. Compared with the
initial network in Fig. 1 A, Eraser activity is now
promoted by Att, and Eraser promotes its own ac-
tivity (red arrows). These modifications create a
negative feedback loop and a time delay, which
are required features of an oscillator. (B) Phase-
plane analysis of the oscillator model. Phase plane
as in Fig. 1 B, but for the oscillator model. In the
absence of S-Att, the intersection between the Att
balance curve (blue line) and the Eraser balance
curve (red line) results in an unstable steady state
(open circle) and a limit cycle oscillation (black
line). (Inset) The different phases of the oscillation.
If S-Att is high, the intersection between the Att
balance curve and the Eraser balance curve (red
dashed line) results in a stable steady state with
high Att (solid circle). (C) Signal response curve.
If S-Att is below a critical threshold, the steady
states are unstable (dashed part of the blue curve)
and Att oscillates between the indicated minima
and maxima (red dots). At suprathreshold levels
of S-Att, the oscillation stops and a branch with
stable steady states characterized by high Att ap-
pears (solid part of the blue curve). (D and E)
Time-course plotting of representative stochastic
simulations. (D) If the communication between sis-
ter kinetochores is disrupted (no tension is
created), Att and Eraser, as well as S-Att and
S-Eraser, show oscillations. (E) If sisters commu-
nicate with each other, Tension is quickly gener-
ated and it is maintained throughout (compare to
Fig. 2 A). A bi-oriented state is thus efficiently
initiated and robustly maintained. (F) Pseudo-
phase plane plotting. The signal response curve
(C) is plotted as the Att balance curve, while the
S-Att balance curve is a mirror picture. The
maximal and minimal values of the Att oscillation
(circles) and S-Att (squares) are indicated. (Black
solid circle) The only stable steady state corre-
sponding to bi-orientation. (Red circles and lines)
Replotting of the time-dependent changes of Att
and S-Att sampled from the representative simula-
tion shown in panel E.
2602 Zhang et al.efficient and more robust bi-orientation become apparent
when we plot the stochastic time-course simulation onto
the pseudo-phase plane of the oscillator model (Fig. 4 F,
compare to Fig. 2 B). In contrast to the switch model, which
had two stable steady states and thus two attraction basins,
the modified system has only a single attractor, which corre-
sponds to the bi-oriented state. Thus, the system is attracted
to the bi-orientation state no matter what the initial condi-
tions are. The presence of a global attractor means that bi-
orientation can no longer be lost spontaneously. All this
was also true for the switch-model, given that we look at
a parameter regime that does not cause bistability (Fig. 2
D). However, in stark contrast to this previous case, KT-
MT binding in the absence of tension is reduced to a very
low level by the trial-and-error oscillator. In this way, the
trial-and-error oscillator promotes efficient, robust, and
faithful bi-orientation.Biophysical Journal 104(12) 2595–2606A stochastic bistable switch dynamically mimics
an oscillator
The trial-and-error oscillator is an elegant mechanism to
promote bi-orientation; however, it requires a negative feed-
back loop, which we have introduced by assuming a positive
effect of Att on Eraser. In this section, we show that a sto-
chastic bistable switch does not require this assumption
(Fig. 5 A), and still can mimic the dynamics of a trial-and-
error oscillator. In this final scenario, the positive feedback
implemented by Eraser autoactivation can result in two sta-
ble steady states in the absence of Tension (Fig. 5 B). The
low Eraser state promotes efficient bi-orientation and the
high Eraser state ensures removal of error. In the presence
of high Tension, the state with high Eraser activity disap-
pears and the state with low Eraser activity is stabilized
(Fig. 5 B). A comparison of the signal-response curve of
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FIGURE 5 A stochastic bistable switch. (A)
Network diagram. The positive feedback is imple-
mented with Eraser self-activation. Compared to
the oscillator model, the assumption of a negative
feedback between Eraser and Att is dropped. (B)
Analysis of the model. In the absence of Tension,
the intersection between the eraser steady state
(Fera, solid red) and Eraser (black) results in two
stable steady states (solid circles) separated by an
unstable steady state (open circle). If Tension is
high, the intersection between Eraser steady state
(Fera, dashed red) and Eraser results in one stable
steady state with inactive Eraser (solid circle). (C)
Signal response curve. If S-Att is below a critical
threshold, stable steady states (solid parts of the
curve) with either low or high Att are separated
by unstable steady states (dashed part of the curve).
At suprathreshold levels of S-Att, the stable steady
state with low Att disappears. (D and E) Time-
course plotting of representative stochastic simula-
tions. (D) In the absence of tension, i.e., if the
communication between sister kinetochores is dis-
rupted, Eraser activity switches on and off in a sto-
chastic manner. (E) If sisters communicate with
each other, tension is generated and maintained.
A desired bi-oriented state is thus initiated and
maintained. Note that low Eraser activity allows a
time window during which Att can increase inde-
pendently of S-Att. (F) Pseudo-phase plane plot-
ting. The signal response curve (C) is plotted as
the Att balance curve, while the S-Att balance
curve is a mirror picture. (Black solid circle) Stable
steady states. (Top-right steady state) bi-orienta-
tion. (Red circles and line) Time-dependent
changes of Att and S-Att sampled from the repre-
sentative simulation shown in panel E.
Dynamical Scenarios for Chromosome Bi-orientation 2603Att to S-Att illustrates the similarities between the stochas-
tic bistable switch and the oscillator (Fig. 5 C, compare to
Fig. 4 C). In the absence of S-Att, stochastic reactions drive
Att between a high-level state and a low-level state, just as in
a trial-and-error oscillation. If the communication between
sister kinetochores is prevented (as in pseudo-anaphase),
the stochastic fluctuations of attachments on both kineto-
chores are less regular compared with the oscillations
(Fig. 5 D, compare to Fig. 4 D). However, similar to the
trial-and-error oscillator, a stochastic bistable switch pro-
motes efficient and robust bi-orientation of coupled sister-
chromatids (Fig. 5 E, compare to Fig. 4 E). The reasons
are again demonstrated by plotting the stochastic time-
course simulation onto the pseudo-phase plane (Fig. 5 F).
Att is able to increase independent of S-Att, leading the tra-
jectory upward. At high level of Att, the increase of S-Att
causes bi-orientation. In the stochastic switch, the bi-orien-tation state is not the global attractor as in the trial-and-error
oscillator (compare Fig. 5 F and Fig. 4 F). However, in prac-
tice, the bi-orientation is still efficiently maintained, because
it is not lost unless both Att and S-Att drop at the same time.DISCUSSION
Here, we have analyzed the dynamical features of the ten-
sion hypothesis of error correction and chromosome bi-
orientation. In its minimal form, the hypothesis states that
there is a tension-dependent inhibition of an activity, which
destabilizes KT-MT attachments, or more generally, de-
creases the spindle-pulling force that acts on a kinetochore.
In dynamical terms, the system is defined by a positive feed-
back loop between the sister kinetochores of a duplicated
chromosome, where attachment on either side stabilizes
attachment on the sister side. Depending on the regulatoryBiophysical Journal 104(12) 2595–2606
2604 Zhang et al.strengths, this positive feedback loop can give rise to bi-
stability. One of the two stable steady states corresponds
to a strong attachment (strong Att and S-Att), while the
other corresponds to a loose attachment (weak Att and S-
Att). This setup allows a robust distinction between incor-
rect attachment configurations with low tension, which are
readily dissolved, and correctly bi-oriented attachment con-
figurations, which are stable. However, the self-stabilizing
nature of the steady states causes difficulties in explaining
how bi-orientation is initiated, given that the process neces-
sarily must start from a state where both sister kinetochores
are unattached. From such initial conditions, the steady state
corresponding to weak attachments (and not the steady state
corresponding to bi-orientation) is the default attractor.
Thus, while a bistable switch model explains some of the
features of error correction and bi-orientation, it is not
entirely satisfactory and requires modification.
We have shown that the initiation problem can be traced
to a separatrix that results from the mutual activation of Att
and S-Att. Without excluding other possibilities, we present
four ways of modifying the switch model that are all consis-
tent with the tension hypothesis and can all overcome the
initiation problem:
1. The system could cross the separatrix via stochastic reac-
tions;
2. KT-MT attachment could be so efficient that the separa-
trix disappears;
3. The system could give rise to a trial-and-error oscillator;
and
4. Stochastic reactions could drive the system to flip be-
tween high and low attachment.
We have tested these four modifications of a switch model
and have highlighted how they comply with the require-
ments for efficient bi-orientation (Table 3). Both the oscil-
lator model and the stochastic bistable switch model solve
this challenge through dynamical stability of kinetochore-
microtubule (KT-MT) in the absence of tension. When the
attachment is stable, it opens a time window for the forma-
tion of KT-MT attachment at the sister kinetochore and thus
formation of tension. However, if a sister attachment fails to
form during this time window, the tensionless attachment
becomes unstable and gets dissolved.
To achieve faithful bi-orientation in an error-prone, sto-
chastic cellular system, the amphitelic configuration should
be stabilized and erroneous attachments should be dis-
solved. Previous models have simulated this process by as-
signing a higher decay rate to erroneous attachments whenTABLE 3 Comparison of the dynamical scenarios for chromosome
Scenario Deterministic switch-model Stochastic switch-mode
Clear distinction Yes Yes
Stable maintenance Yes No
Efficient initiation No Yes
Biophysical Journal 104(12) 2595–2606compared to amphitelic ones (4,44). In contrast to these pre-
vious models, which do not explore possible mechanisms
for the assumed different decay rates, our model provides
a mechanistic explanation for the distinct stability based
on Tension-dependent Eraser inhibition. From our theoret-
ical considerations, we can derive predictions that are exper-
imentally testable. Our models suggest that, in the absence
of sister-kinetochore communication (i.e., artificial disrup-
tion of cohesion as in the pseudo-anaphase experiments
(Fig. 3), Eraser activity at the kinetochore should fluctuate.
In molecular terms, Aurora B is a key component of the
Eraser activity (16–19) and high Aurora B activity at the
outer kinetochore correlates with unstable KT-MT attach-
ments (15,24). Hence, the dynamical scenarios presented
here could be tested by measuring Aurora B activity in the
absence of tension, ideally with direct sensors at the outer
kinetochore. The activity of Aurora B might be measured
with the help of existing Aurora B Fo¨rster resonance energy
transfer sensors (45). If a direct measurement is too difficult
to achieve with currently available techniques, the centro-
meric localization of Aurora B can potentially be used as
a proxy for its kinase activity, as suggested by previous ex-
periments (46).
In human cells, Aurora B is found at significantly
increased concentration at misaligned centromeres
compared with properly aligned centromeres. This differ-
ence disappears upon pharmacological inhibition of Aurora
B kinase activity (45). These observations suggest that
Aurora B promotes its own accumulation at the centromere
through a positive feedback in a kinase-dependent manner.
A positive feedback in the control of Aurora B has also
been proposed by others (47). This evidence supports the
Eraser self-activation assumed in our models. However, it
is worth noting that the positive feedback might also arise
through mutual inhibition of Eraser and Att, or through
self-promotion of Att. Further experimental investigation
of the molecular interactions is required to determine the
exact mechanism through which bi-orientation is achieved.
In summary, we have identified several possible dynam-
ical routes to bi-orientation that are consistent with the ten-
sion hypothesis. Out of these, a trial-and-error oscillation or
a stochastic bistable switch seem the best candidates, both
exhibiting the desired features and providing an explanation
for experimental observations. Further experimental data is
required to settle the question of how the dynamical system
is really built, and it will be interesting to see whether an
oscillatory mechanism or stochastic switching is indeed
involved.bi-orientation explored here
l No-switch model Oscillator model Stochastic bistable switch
No Yes Yes
Yes Yes Yes
Yes Yes Yes
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